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0. Introduction. In this note we shall study an operator of the
form
(0.1) L=D+A()D?-+... +A(t) on [0, T] R
(m>_l, 0<T< oo), where A(t)=a(t,X,D) e ,($) on [0, T] (]=1, ...,
m) (For notations see, for example, Kumano-go [5]). We define the
symbol a(L)= l(t, x, , ) for L by
(0.2) l= +a(t, x, )a-+ +a(t, x, ).
We call a symbol/’=+ba-+ +b (b e _t(S) on [0, T]) the prin-
cipal symbol (or part) of L (or 1), when we can write l--l’=.r2-or r e .(S-) on [0, T], ]=1, ..., m.

The starting point of the present note is the following factorization
theorem, which can be proved by using Sylvester’s determinant.

Theorem 0. If the roots {r:(t, x, )} of /=0 are separated into
two groups {r}_ and {rz} (m=m+mz) so that
>_M) for any k, k’ (C>0, M>0), then L is factorized into the form
(0.3) L LL+ R(-)D- on [0, T] R

j--1

(which is denoted by L=_LLz on [0, T]), where R}-) e .t($-), and L
(]=1, 2) are operators of order m such that the principal symbols of
L are 1-[. (a--r(t, x, )).

In 1 we shall discuss the Levi condition or L, and construct the
undamental solution E(t, s), which is represented by Fourier integral
operators, when L has the orm L=_L(+)L() (see Theorem 1.3). Then,
the Cauchy problem or L can be solved in the spaces H,, ., etc., and
the wave ront set of the solution can be described through phase unc-
tions. Our results are regarded in some sense as global versions
those, obtained by Lax-Nirenberg [8] and Chazarain [1], [2], to R. We
note also that our results can be easily (micro-) localized by considering
aEb or appropriate a, b e t($) and applying the asymptotic formula
or a(aEb) given in [5], which states the canonical relation between a
and b.

1. Main theorems. In what ollows we assume that the principal
part l’ o has the orm l’ l-)l(+)l) where the roots r() of () 0I. Jj=
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satisfy ImrC+/-Cll(ll>_M) for C>0, M>0, and has the form
l-I=, (2--*}) (m=v,+ +) for real valued re-($9 on [0, T]

such that Ir-r) I>= C [1 (15]->_M, ] ]9. Then, by means of Theorem
0, there exist operators L, L and L of order m+/-, m and , whose
principal symbols are , and (--r)% respectively, such that L
has the form
(1.1) L=_L(-)L(+)L<)--L(-)L(+)LT)...L> on [0, T].

Now let ((t, s; x, )}: be phase unctions which satisfy
(1.2) 3qi+--v)(t, x, 17+)-0 on [s, T:],
Such + exist for T:--Min {s+60, T} with some 3o0, and satisfy con-
ditions" "i) +-- x e _($9, ii)117+-]_(1-0)I]/Co, iii)IIr’r’-III
=<(1--0) or 00_<_1, C00 (see [5])".

Then, in the analogy of Chazarain [1], [2] (c.L also [3], [7]) we give
Definition 1o 1. We say that L satisfies the Levi condition (denoted

by "(L--C)") on [0, T] R, if or any s e [0, T] and any a e .t(S) on
Is, T,] we have
(1.3) e-L(e/ a) e (S-+

Theorem 1.2. i) L satisfies (L--C) on [0, T]R if and only if
each L}) satisfies (L--C) on [0, T] R. ii) L}) satisfies (L--C) on [0, T]
R if and only if there exist Ry, e B($) on [0, T], k--1, ..., ry, such

that for Q=Dt--r})(t,X,D) we have
I:’Fy-(1.4) L>=Q’/+-,lj +... +R,,j on [0, T]

Now we assume that L has the form as the special case
(1.5) L=_L<+>L(>--L(+>L(>...L(> on [0, T]
and consider the Cauchy problem for o--(o, ..., o)
(1.6) Lu--O on [s, T,], D-lu].,-- (]--1, ..., m).

We write/(+>---2+ +b(+>2+-+... +b and set
U=(u, ..., u)
-_/-y--IT.(O)-- ._,_,_/ (2<]__<r, :_+l<k<),
----A-*D-m-IL()o,-_r o,_, (m / l <__k_<m),

(m=m+ /m, =v+... + vs, ;0=0),

AC+)--

0

AO>
Ac+)

A...0

"0 "A

B=(B:, j, k=I, ..., -t-1),

ls=b<.+(t, X, D)A-(s-,

((A) (+ ,iT/9,
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B,/t= (l]=<r), B,=O (otherwise).
0

Then, corresponding to (1.6) we have
(1.6)’ LU=DtU--AU--BU=F on [s, Ts], U
where =(x, ..., )=G(s) for some

G(s): (g(t) e (s-) on [0, T], ]>

By the similar way to the method constructing the perfect diagonal-
izer in [6] (see also [10]) there exists N e ($0) on [0, T] of the form

NI+ N(-, N(- (-,, ($-) (-,, 0

’-,++’ +’--1 ,,_,o+, ,m+ )],
such that LNNLo on [0, T], where

LoU=DU--AU--B,U for B,= B,
0

hen, aplying he results in [61 and [9] (or [1, [111) for D--Af and
D--A +, respectively, we can eonsrue for he aroximae funda-
mental solution in he sense of [6]

i.e., L, e ($-) on [, T] and N, =I. Consequently, by solving
an integral equation wih a seudo-differenial oeraor as he kernel
(see [], [11]), we have

Theorem 1.3. Por the roblem (1.6) there eit the
otio N(t, )=(N(t, ), ..., N(t, )) (ONNtNTNT), Me ha the

Iorm" N(t, )="the rt ow oI N(t)E,(t, )N_()a()" +"N-(t, )" o

gNu(t, )=0 o [, T], D-N =, (], = 1, m),
here N_#) ( e N($") o [0, T]) i the mmeti o N(t) hiehh the
o (N_(t))I--; (--1)’((N(t)--I)O o [0,

he deailed descriptions will be ublished elsewhere.
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